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Introduction
Children are endowed with inherent creativity. Each child is a distinct
individual with her own ideas, curiosities and imaginations. Creativity is the
freest form of self-expression. It flourishes when children get the space to freely
express what they experience, think, feel and imagine, without the fear of being
judged. It involves creation of original works, generation of new ideas,
experimentation, critical engagement and contemplation of possibilities.
In the education system, there is a disconnect between the theoretical talk about
the value of creativity and what actually happens on the ground. The classroom
regimes with premium on reproduction of knowledge stifle the stories,
imagination, curiosities and passions of children. Their expression is controlled
and thus limited. The school demands obedience and conformity. Students
asking questions, taking risks or showing a streak of independence in their
articulation are seen as disruptive.
Ankur's pedagogical practice puts a lot of faith in the innate creativity of
children and is committed to nurturing it. The receptive environment of the
collective encourages children and young people to express themselves without
fear and compulsion. Using different resources they are facilitated to speak,
listen, write and read in an active and engaged manner. They find the time and
space to mull over ideas, reflect and make new connections. The processes are
open to multiple meanings creating room for each child’s interpretation and
understanding. The locality with its vibrant social life and richness of stories,
skills and networks provides multiple stimuli for practice. The collaborative
practice of the collective accentuates both individual and collective creative
expression.
The Annual report 2016-17 reflects the creative practices undertaken with
children and young people at the different collectives – the learning collective,
club, library, young women’s collective and the mohalla media lab. During this
period they shared their everyday stories and explored a wide array of themes.
They conceptualised, designed and carried out their research projects and
community events. They explored the creative practices of individuals in their
neighbourhood and the ingenuity of their communities in coping with
challenges of life on the margins. They engaged with issues pertinent to their
neighborhoods in the city -the rising levels of air pollution and its effects on
health, the constricting and risky play spaces for children in urban
environments, the violence against women, the vulnerability of children to
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abuse, the challenges in lives of working children, conflicts and tensions in social
relations. While they analysed these challenges, they also articulated the
possibilities. On the basis of their creative practice, they made presentations at
varied platforms, participated in consultations and contributed to reputed
journals and magazines. Their creative outpourings were in the form of oral
narrations, writings, illustrations, story-telling performances, craft works, short
films, exhibition, animations, plays, photography
Ankur’s collaborations with schools, university departments and other
institutions demonstrated and underlined pedagogy that hinges on creativity.
This was reflected in Ankur’s dialogue with teachers, teacher trainees, teacher
educators, faculty, students, researchers, facilitators and coordinators, artists,
writers etc.
Ankur believes that cultivating the creativity of children and young people is
crucial to their lives - now and later as well. Engaging in sustained creative
practice builds their confidence and sense of dignity that helps them navigate
the challenges they encounter. They are able to discover and create learning
opportunities. They can speak for themselves, and be authors of their
experiences. They build their resilience to cope with anxieties and crisis. They
are able to reflect on situations and examine issues from different angles. They
generate ideas, and are also open to adapt and realign ideas in the light of new
insights. They develop the tenacity for sustained engagement in tasks they
undertake. They connect with others and can work collaboratively. They respect
diversity and resolve differences amicably. They can engage in a dialogue with
the world around them and respond to concerns of their times by looking at
possibilities. It’s all about new ways of thinking and being.
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1. Children’s Program

1.1 Learning Collective
The learning collective celebrates the wonder and curiosity of young children.
Through varied resources it invites them to share their stories and relate them
to textbook .
Various practices were conducted to build listening, speaking, writing, reading
skills. Children shared their everyday stories - ‘losing a favourite toy’, ‘the first
day at school’, ‘my pet is my friend’, ‘places I can walk down to‘, ‘waiting for
the hawker‘, ‘bicycle journey’s’, ‘going out with family‘, ‘I am a
window....’, ‘candy vendors at the school gate’‚ ‘the winter sun’ etc. They spoke
about the corners they find and create for themselves in their homes, school,
locality and spaces they imagine for themselves.
They explored certain themes. ‘First interactions with a machine‘– when did the
machine came to their homes, how they learnt to operate it, any incident related
to it‘. Innocent thefts of child hood’- what did they do, what happened as a result,
who else was involved. 'The summer afternoons' – where do they go to escape
the heat, how do they combat the heat at home, what do they do when the
electricity goes out. 'Old stubborn trees' - what are the stories of nearby residents
related the trees. Their written expressions and illustrations on these themes
were compiled into small booklets.
Some of the activities in relation to text-book stories were word-maps, making
stories around words, lines and photographs from the texts. They connected
characters, situations and incidents of the story to their lives and localities. For
example the story, Jahan Chah wahan raah, (where there is a will, there is a way) led
to a discussion with individuals in the locality who have achieved something
through their determination. They gathered stories from their family members
and neighbors about their dreams and aspirations, how they realised them, and
how it benefitted them and their families.
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They spoke to their teachers and mid-day meal assistant about the games they
played as children, what they wanted to do when they grew up and how do they
feel when they see children in school. They spoke to a gardner who works at an
Ashram nearby and learnt about the different plants and flowers in the garden.
At the mazdoor basti, women construction workers were invited to tell their
stories to children.They interacted with vendors, shopkeepers and dhabawallas
of the locality. There were trips to the science centre, India gate and children’s
park.
Discussion was held with the children about the effects of demonetisation on
their families. They shared how they had to stand in long queues with their
parents at the bank for depositing the old cash notes, and withdrawing some
money. Many missed school on account of that. Their fathers lost out on daily
wages. Their mothers had to take out their savings of years, stored secretly in
homes, to deposit them in the banks. It was difficult to buy rations and groceries
Suddenly life changed gears for them and their families.
Interactions were held with children in the neighbourhood who remain busy
with tuitions or labour activities. An event, shabdon mein
yaadgaar (remembered in words) was conceptualised,
planned and executed by the practitioners of the learning
collective, at which they shared their stories and also
invited their peers to share stories. In another area the
practitioners gifted their writings in envelopes to their
peers and urged them to write their stories. Film shows
were also held.
'Our work is to play’ event was held on the occasion of
world play day. The children cleaned the neighbourhood
park, and planted trees. Kabaddi matches were organised for girls. A show of
film songs on children’s play was put up. They listed games whose names start
with a particular letter of alphabet and made illustrations of these games. They
shared stories about teaching games to their friends, creating new games, playing
at night and negotiate with adults for time and space to play.
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1.2 Club
The club gives an open floor to children to express and explore their experiences,
dreams and aspirations. They research different facets of life in their
neighbourhood.
The practitioners narrated and wrote their stories around topics such as ‘a
special day’, ‘when I got hassled’, ‘learning something new’, ‘decisions at school
that I didn’t like’, ‘examination tensions’, ‘school picnics’, ‘the profession I
consider best for myself’, ‘effects of demonetisation’, ‘words of appreciation’,
‘my mother’ etc.
They conducted research in small groups. They formulated questions for
exploration and discussed issues and ideas emerging from their research. During
their research on ‘women vendors’, they spoke to women who mangage shops,
shacks, carts in the lane or market or do door to door selling. They wrote about
their jouneys, their struggles, the decsions they took, their everyday routine,
challenges they face and their aspirations. They explored and wrote about conflicts
and tensions in the neighbourhood over water, garbage, children and youth,
marriage, noise, parking, inter-community relations etc. While exploring the theme
of 'mobile experts', they spoke to mobile vendors in their neighbourhood. They
discussed how mobiles and social media were changing patterns of information
gathering and sharing, communication amongst generations, people’s aspirations,
imaginations for future and their world views. While exploring the theme of 'play
risks', they wrote about the injuries while playing at construction sites, on terrace,
in the city forest etc.
They explored the theme of air pollution and how it affects them and their
communities. They visited different sites such as lanes, garbage dumps, public
toilets, streets and roads, parks, schools and different clusters in the
neighbourhood to understand the quality of air in their homes, surroundings
and school. They spoke to children who are sick, who collect garbage or work
in homes and small factories, who live on construction sites, who travel long
distances to schools to understand how they are affected by air pollution. Based
on these interactions they wrote stories that were edited and compiled in the
booklet ‘Short of Breath’.
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They undertook the activity, Hawa Ka Rukh and Hawa Ko Rukh do (Course of Air
and Changing the course of Air). They spoke to school students, sick people,
housewives, sweepers, traffic policemen, road side vendors, auto-rickshaw
drivers, rickshaw-pullers, small scale factory workers, painters and masons, and
many others. Each person was asked to share how he or she is affected by air
pollution and what according to them was the solution. People were quite aware
about the issue on how it was affecting them and their families.
Some other themes of research were – ‘locality at night’, ‘familiar strangers’,
‘second hand things’, ‘living in limited means‘.An eighty year old woman and
an elderly man were invited to share their life stories – the milestones and
turning points in their lives and the changes that they have witnessed in their
surroundings.Sessions were held with a teacher from Sardar Patel School to
review the research and writing done by the practitioners on the theme of nonclassroom spaces, they watched and discussed films such as ‘3 Idiots’, ‘Tare
Zamin Par’, ‘Bajrangi Bhaijaan’ and reflected upon the key themes, characters
and situations depicted in the films.
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1.3 Library
The library enables children to discover the world of books. It nurtures them to
become active readers and writers.
Practitioners spoke about different kinds of stories – stories heard in childhood,
stories read, stories they have written and stories they imagine.
They engaged with the world of books through a variety of practices. They picked
up portions of stories they read, and wrote that portion in relation to their
context. For example – view from the window, or an afternoon at home as
described in the story and then the view from the window or an afternoon from
their lives. They selected characters, situations and atmospheres from the stories
they read and detailed and connected their experiences to them. They created
stories around everyday situations and events from their lives and followed
them up with discussions and reflection. They created stories around
photographs.
They captured inspiring narratives of individuals in their locality who have
through their efforts and support from their family and the community have
strived to realise their aspirations. The theme ‘what is wrong with school’, drew
several interesting texts. Some practitioners worked on the life stories of their
teachers. Working on ‘imagination’ practitioners felt a sense of freedom as they
expressed their desires and dreams. Visiting their aunts and uncles during
vacations gave them new ideas for their writings.
They interacted with researchers, academicians and journalists to hone their
writings. They took part in the workshop, Chalo filim banaye (Let’s make a film)
on script writing conducted by script writer Mayank Tiwary. Musicians and
theatre actors from the locality came for an interface with the practitioners. They
shared how they pursued their interests, turned them into vocation and the
challenges they have faced.
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To guage the reading atmoshphere in their locality, the practitioners spoke to
children, young people and adults in their neighborhood about what they read
and when.
Through vairous activities, the library practitioners reached out to children and
young people who work as mechanics, waiters etc. and thus have very little time
to read. They invited their peers to reading spaces that were created on open
terraces, open grounds, parks, gullies etc. They read out their stories and invited
their peers to write stories around photographs and their everyday experiences.
They discussed amongst them the elements that make a story – characters, place,
time and dialogue.
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2. Youth Program
2.1 Young Women’s Collective
The young women’s collective is a space for young women to express
themselves, strengthens peer networks, engage in research and explore
alternatives for future.
Sharing stories is an integral part of their practice. They spoke and wrote about
different facets of their life–‘being in a crowd’, ‘my mother my friend’, ‘childhood
friendships with boys’, ‘ learning a skill’, ‘winning an argument with my
brother’, ‘age of childhood for girls’, ‘light moments with father‘, ‘travelling’,
'after effects of demonetisation', ‘tensions during marriage‘ etc.
They researched themes of ‘work and leisure‘, , ‘living in limited means‘, ‘coping
with crisis’, and ‘settling in the locality ‘. They visited a park that is exclusively
for women and noted their observations. They created a photo-series on routines
of young women depicting their various engagements through the day. They
read stories and analysed them from a gender perspective. There were peer to
peer workshops, to learn skills in grooming, embroidery and stitching. The
recounted their accomplishments in the year gone by and visualised their goals
for the year ahead.
The film Pink was shown to discuss the issue of violence against women. The
practitioners described and analysed each of the characters – the young women
and men, the lawyer neighbour, court, police, journalist and politicians. They
reflected on the bias against women in a patriarchal society and the meaning of
consent. They watched the film Dangal which is about two young girls who are
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trained by their father in a highly patriarchal society to become wrestlers (a game
usually played by men). Post this, there was discussion on aspirations of girls
and their struggles in realising their aspirations.An article by a practitioner was
published in Hum Sabla, a journal on women's issues.
A workshop ‘Cinema cinema’ was conducted by film-maker Samina Mishra,
with the practitioners. They learnt the technical aspects of film making and
started shooting using mobile cameras. They conducted interviews with young
women in their neighbourhood who have taken on the opportunities being
thrown by the fast changing city and made films on them.
The practitioners reached out to other young women in their localities, through
their stories and discussions on various issues.
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2.2 Mohalla Media Lab
The mohalla media lab invites young people to revisit the locality and the city
to produce narratives of ordinary lives. It facilitates exploration of different
forms of media, especially digital, to circulate their writings and works.
The practitioners made animation stories using their mobiles. They created six
frame story boards. In the activity - through the language of eyes they created
accounts through detailed observations of scenes in their locality. They read
and discussed books and saw what ideas they could take from there. They
deliberated on the theme of collective narration. They learnt about different types
of hardware.
They researched the theme of ‘labour chowk’ with daily wage labourers - those
who had been doing this work for years and those who had recently started
working as daily wage laborers. There were discussions on effects of
demonetization on their work and incomes and government schemes for
labourers. An exhibition was organised at the labour chowk at which sticker
‘Yes I sell work‘ was pasted on their tools. There was discussion on work, skill
and art. The practitioners reviewed, edited and deepened the texts that were
written.
Their texts Dilli ke Saptahik Bazaar (Weekly markets of Delhi), Jugaad ki Roshni
(The light of jugaad), Rozgaar ke Ade Aata Rutba (Status blocking livelihood) were
published in the online magzine, Youth ki Awaaz (Voices of Youth).
They interacted with youth in their social and educational spaces on themes such
as 'technology', 'youth and the city'. At the Durga Puja Pandal, a stall was set up
displaying the published writings of Ankur practitioners. The visitors read them
with interest.
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3. Community Program
The community program strengthens the partnership with parents, builds on
the social and intellectual life of the community, maintains a locality archive and
supports community initiatives for better access to civic amenities and
government schemes.
Meetings were conducted with parents of practitioners of the different
collectives. The themes of discussion included - 'issues of tensions with children’,
'engagement with children's creative practice' ‘learning from different sources‘,
‘changes in children‘, ‘when children make them proud‘, ‘sharing children’s
writings‘, ‘safety and vulnerability’, ‘keeping track of children’s attendance and
learning at school’, ‘impact of life situations on children’, ‘impact of labor
activities on children’s education’, 'safe play spaces for children'.
An event was held with parents of differnt collectives at which children whose
writings were published in different media forms, shared their texts. A story
telling event, 'new people, new talks' was held in the community. People from
the community were invited to read out stories written by practitioners.
Parents took advice and information regarding admissions, Pratibha schools,
welfare schemes and course options. Discussions were held with parents of
children who assist their parents in the weekly bazaar and often take leave
from school. Post this the children became more regular in school. Meetings
were held with mothers whose children have dropped out from school and
have started working.
An exhibition ‘Hawa ka rukh’ was put up in the community to showcase the
outcomes of practitioners’ explorations on air pollution in their surroundings,
in homes, locality and the work spaces. There was discussion with the visitors
on the issue.
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The locality archive at Sawda Ghevra, continues to chronicle the making of
Sawda Ghevra, the resettlement colony that came into being in 2006. Films on
life in Sawda and its people were made and uploaded on Youtube. The book Ek
ghar banta kaise hei is in the process of being edited.
The exhibition ‘A piece of land is not a home’ marked the ten years of Sawda
Ghevra's existence. The government had just provided a piece of land to those
uprooted from their settlements, but it is far from enough. The exhibition reflected
their relationships, their struggles, milestones of life in the city. There was a
display of things that people carried from their previous homes which had special
memories for them. Sound recordings and timelines of Sawda Ghevra’s
development were part of the exhibition. The exhibition was highly appreciated
by the community, school teachers and researchers. The national daily Times of
India newspaper covered the event. Later Hindustan Times, also covered the
work being done by Ankur at Sawda Ghevra.
At the Sawda talkies, a hub for activating the social-cultural life of the locality,
film screenings were followed by discussions. Youth who are past practitioners
of Ankur collectives, who are now doing jobs or courses, performed their plays
on issues like alcoholism, substance abuse, fights over water, eve teasing, dowry,
problems of school. Musicians from the community such as a tabla player, guitar
player were invited for performances. .
Women were supported around issues of old-age pensions, electricity bills,
disability certificates. Their consistent pursuance at the local councillor’s office,
led to the officials coming to the basti to address their concerns. After
demoetisation, people were helped in opening of bank accounts and bank
transactions. In cases of domestic violence, one-to-one conversations were held
with the concerned woman and dialogue with family members was facilitated.
On Women’s Day, the women went out to a nearby park, they shared about
decisions they had taken by themselves.
Rallies were taken out on the occasion of literacy day, underlining the message
of children’s right to education together with another organisation. Together
with another organisation an event on ‘child rights’ was organised in the
community.
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4. Contribution to Critical
Pedagogy
4.1 Collaboration with Schools
The collaboration with schools, seeks to create for children, a connect betwen the
text books and their context, enhance their participation in school and engage
teachers in dialogue on pedagogical practice.
Ankur team worked with the concerned teachers in two primary schools.
Pedagogical practices of listening, speaking, reading and writing were conducted
with the children. There were discussions on ‘sounds heard in their
surroundings’, ‘faces they see in their neighbourhood’, ‘routines of family
members’, ‘train journeys’, ‘sickness’, ‘friendships’, ‘the school holidays’, ‘fears
and hesitations’. The stories of school text books were discussed using different
activities and resources. All these brought out glimpses of their lives in homes,
in their native villages as well as the localities where they are staying.
In another school, together with the students a display wall was created in the
classroom with pieces written by children. Thus giving a new imagination to
children’s writing in school that is beyond class work and examination and
registering their ownership of classroom space.
Ankur is part of school management committee in two neighbourhood
government schools. Efforts were made to enhance school community
interface. Different activities were conducted in relation to the text book lessons,
to make classroom learning participative and engaging for children and arrest
dropout. A week long bio-scope show was held in one of the neighbourhood
primary school. The children keenly tried to read the text in the bio-scope frames.
The activity helped in revision. Children made small booklets based on different
chapters of the school text-books, narrating the story and illustrating them.
Kissagoi and Dastangoi performances were also held in the schools.
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4.2 Collaboration with University
Departments
Ankur collaborated with Bachelor of Elementary Education
department at Miranda House, Delhi University. Weekly
sessions were conducted with students of 2nd year, for the
course ‘Storytelling and Children’s Literature’. The sessions
focussed on communicating that the role of storytelling and
children’s literature is not just to develop reading-listening
skills but to promote agency within the learner while they are
listening and reading. Active listening and active reading
involves encouraging learners to make meaning. To help
learners go through such a process, the teacher trainees went
through the processes themselves.
There were sessions on how to look at children’s stories from
various angles – ‘guest characters’, ‘depiction of mother’, ‘the
villain', 'guardians and caretakers’, ‘side stories’. Other themes
included – ‘same story, changed season‘, ‘understanding poetry‘,
‘regional variation in stories’, ‘ecosystem of folk tales’, ‘adapting
open sources’, ‘story songs from popular cinema’. A
compendium of poems Har Cheez Ek Jadoo Hai (Everything is a
magic) written by the trainees has been created.
The social work students from Department of Social Work,
Delhi University and Jamia Milia Islamia came for field work
placement at Ankur. Two students conducted research on
Ankur’s practice. The themes of their research were 'Value
addition among girls through engagement with Ankur’s
initiatives', and ‘Development of creativity in children
participating in alternative education programs.'
Two social work students from the Protestant University of
Applied Sciences, Frieburg Germany did a three month
internship at Ankur. They explored the theme of 'Learning from
poverty'. Together with the practitioners of the club they
interviewed different families to understand how urban poor
cope with situations of everyday life, and live in limited means.
They conducted activities to share about the culture of Germany.
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4.3 Collaborations with Initiatives
At Anubhuti Sewa Samiti, inputs were given to the youth program around
career guidance and counselling, gender sensitization, health and personality
development. The young people explored different themes, through various
practices. Their writings were compiled and circulated. Creative activities were
conducted with girls and women, at the centre in Patiyali, by social work student
from Germany.
Practitioners of Ankur collectives participated in deliberations with children and
youth collectives from A.V.Baliga Trust and Aident, on causes and effects of air
pollution, particularly for children and the possible solutions. They discussed the
need for recognition of children’s ecological rights in the UNCRC.
A practitioner from Ankur collective was selected to take part in UNCRC Day of
General Discussion (DGD), at Geneva, on ‘Environment and Children’s Rights’.
Her presentation was on the theme of 'Air Pollution and its Impact on Children'.
The participants and speakers at the DGD included child rights and environment
experts, government representatives, members of national and international
organizations, children and youth. The booklet ‘Short of breath' authored by
practitioners of Ankur collectives was circulated at the DGD. It was very well
appreciated for the way the young writers had brought out the raw realities of lives
and vulnerability of children of marginalised communities to air pollution.
As a follow up, the presentation was later published in Chakmak and shared in
school to create awareness amongst other children on the issue of ecological rights
of children. A presentation was made on the DGD and its outcomes at the National
Youth Convention at Sewagram on 'Ecological rights and sustainable development'.
Children and youth from Ankur collectives took part in the Global action month
activity on ecological rights of children.
Ankur was a panelist at the event on ‘Play and urban environments’ at the
UNCRC, DGD. A public lecture was given at the Centre for Political Education,
Friebourg on the theme of ‘Pedagogical interventions with urban marginalised’.
A session was held with the students of Paula Schule High school, Friebourg on
the theme, ‘Childhood in working class settlements of Delhi and Ankur's work'.
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The Ankur team, consisting of three practitioners and one facilitator participated
in a panel discussion on 'Emergent expressions: Roob-ba-roo with first generation
learners' at the the Indian Literary Festival, 'Samanvay'. The practitioners spoke
of how they are first generation writers from the non-tourist parts of the city
whose language is urecorded. Their language is continuously made and remade
on an everyday basis, it is free from labels of pure and impure and not bound
by grammar. It is a language that attempts to understand, respect and assess
others. It is for sharing their stories with each other and projecting them without
diluting their essence. Their presentation was very well received by the audience.
An experimental program was carried out in collaboration with Department of
Delhi Prisons, Government of Delhi, with inmates of Tihar Jail, to engage them
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in writing their stories. Weekly sessions were held with the inmates. The process
culminated in the publication of Azaad Akhbaar - Tehar ke lekhak (Free Newspaperwriters of Tihar).
Ankur made a presentation at the session 'Research and writing health in Delhi's
working class neighbourhoods' at the workshop on 'Health and healing in India'
organised by Department of Anthropology, Liepzig, Germany. The presentations
was based on the collaborative research with Prof. Ursula Rao.
Our collaborator in the Delhi Listening Group, Sophea Learner presented an
audio essay 'Listeners at Work' (listening practice in worksing class settlements),
at the Foot Festival 2017, Toronto, Canada.
To generate marginal voices of children in varied contexts, Ankur is developing
partnership with madrasa, night shelter, blind school and ladli foundation and
an organisation. Discussions were held with the children, young people and the
facilitators, teachers to understand the contexts, engagements and routines at the
organisations. Some practices were also conducted with the children and young
people to give the collaborators an idea of what we propose to do.

4.5 Publications
Practitioners from Ankur collectives continued to contribute to the ‘Hans’ literary
magazine, ‘Chakmak’-children's magazine and ‘Youth ki awaaz’, web portal.
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Children from Ankur collectives have contributed outstanding pieces to
Chakmak. These stories are rich in not just content but also unparalleled in
expression and precise detail. Their simple, everyday language creates a
magic.
Sushil Shukla, Editor, Chakmak, Director
Ektara Children's Literature Centre, Bhopal

The strength of the stories of young people from Ankur collectives has to be
seen beyond the fact of their being from margins. They reect the dignity,
struggles and aspirations of writers.
Ms. Mona Das, Faculty, Department of Political Science
Satyawati College, Delhi University, New Delhi

The collectives with their culture of openness and trust provide a safe space
to children to share their personal experiences. Instead of being
overwhelmed by their situations or suppressing their anxieties, children are
building their resilience, a skill that they will carry with them their whole
lives.
Thalia Gigerenzer, Researcher, Department of Anthropology
Princeton University, USA

The kitabghar is a literary salon bursting with children who come to read,
discuss and increase their knowledge through conversation. These thriving
child authors are keen on making the best out of life.
Sonia Verma, Columnist, Subcultures online magazine (scltr)

The stories published in Ghuspaithiye column of Hans despite their raw style,
bring us face to face with a new world of working class settlement and
present a challenge in the literary world.
Surendra Nagar, Uttar Pradesh
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